If you Liked The
Cruel Prince try...
Shadow & Bone by Leigh Bardugo
YA Fiction Bardugo
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken from obscurity and her only friend, Mal, to become the
protegé of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is the Sun
Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold. Recommended for Grade 9 and up.

Wintersong by S. Jae-Jones
YA Fiction Jae-Jones
Often overshadowed by her musically talented brother and her beautiful sister, Liesl assists her
parents in running the family's inn. When her sister, Käthe, is taken by goblins, Liesl makes a wager
to secure her release and travels underground to the alluring Goblin King's world in an attempt to win
freedom for both herself and Käthe. Recommended for grades 9 and up.

The Iron King by Julia Kagawa
YA Fiction Kagawa
Meghan Chase has a secret destiny--one she could never have imagined...Something has always felt
slightly off in Meghan's life, ever since her father disappeared before her eyes when she was six. She
has never quite fit in at school...or at home. When a dark stranger begins watching her from afar, and
her prankster best friend becomes strangely protective of her, Meghan senses that everything she's
known is about to change. But she could never have guessed the truth--that she is the daughter of a
mythical faery king and is a pawn in a deadly war. Now Meghan will learn just how far she'll go to save
someone she cares about, to stop a mysterious evil no faery creature dare face...and to find love with
a young prince who might rather see her dead than let her touch his icy heart. Recommended for
grades 8 and up.

Court of Thorns and Roses by Sarah J. Maas
YA Fiction Maas
When nineteen-year-old huntress Feyre kills a wolf in the woods, a beast-like creature arrives to
demand retribution for it. Dragged to a treacherous magical land she only knows about from legends,
Feyre discovers that her captor is not an animal, but Tamlin one of the lethal, immortal faeries who once
ruled their world. As she dwells on his estate, her feelings for Tamlin transform from icy hostility into a
fiery passion that burns through every lie and warning she's been told about the beautiful, dangerous
world of the Fae. But an ancient, wicked shadow grows over the faerie lands, and Feyre must find a
way to stop it. . . or doom Tamlin and his world forever. Recommended for Grade 10 and up.

If you Liked The
Cruel Prince try...
Wicked Lovely by Melissa Marr
YA Fiction Marr
In a world unseen by mortals, the forces of Summer and Winter are at war. Two Faery Courts have
been seeking the Summer Queen for more than nine centuries--one to restore the power of
Summer and the other to banish it in this gritty modern Faery tale. Recommended for grades 7 and
up.

An Enchantment of Ravens by Margaret Rogerson
YA Fiction Rogerson
Isobel is a prodigy portrait artist with a dangerous set of clients: the sinister fair folk, immortal
creatures who cannot bake bread, weave cloth, or put a pen to paper without crumbling to dust. They
crave human Craft with a terrible thirst, and Isobel's paintings are highly prized. But when she receives
her first royal patron--Rook, the autumn prince--she makes a terrible mistake. She paints mortal
sorrow in his eyes--a weakness that could cost him his life. Furious and devastated, Rook spirits her
away to the autumnlands to stand trial for her crime. Waylaid by the Wild Hunt's ghostly hounds, the
tainted influence of the Alder King, and hideous monsters risen from barrow mounds, Isobel and Rook
depend on one another for survival. Recommended for grades 8 and up.

A Darker Shade of Magic by Victoria Schwab
Fantasy Fiction Schwab
Meet Kell, a young man with an extraordinary gift: unlike almost everyone else, he can travel from one
version of London to another, moving between parallel worlds the way ordinary people walk from one
room to another. His job: carrying correspondence between the rulers of Red London (a city rich in
magic), White London (where the relentless fight to control magic is destroying the city), and Grey
London (where magic no longer exists the London of our own past). Kell also has a secret sideline: he
smuggles artifacts from one London to another, getting top prices from collectors. When he gets caught
up in a bad deal in Grey London, he goes on the run, at his side a clever thief named Delilah, who helps
Kell elude his pursuers, desperately trying to find a way not only to save Kell's life, but also to protect the
parallel worlds themselves. Recommended for grades 9 and up.

Impossible by Nancy Werlin
YA Fiction Werlin
When seventeen-year-old Lucy discovers her family is under an ancient curse by an evil Elfin
Knight, she realizes to break the curse she must perform three impossible tasks before her
daughter is born in order to save them both. Recommended for grades 9 and up.

